
Matrix Performance Ascent Trainer
MXPERFATXX

Details
When it comes to intense, full-body workouts that are easy on the joints, nothing outperforms our durable Performance Ascent TrainerÂ®.

Adjustable incline with variable stride length takes workouts to the next level, engaging glutes, hamstrings and core muscles.

Our patented suspension design is completely wheel- and trackfree, reducing noise and minimizing friction to extend product life, while constant
rate of acceleration provides an ultra-smooth feel all the way through the ellipse.

Ergo Form grips, contralateral handlebar action, optimized pedal spacing and oversized pedals make every movement feel natural.

Convenience features include low step-on height, rear entry, contact and telemetric heart rate tracking, a water bottle holder and an accessory
tray.

A smart design featuring top-down levelers and a removable disk makes service and maintenance easier than ever.

Features:

51â€“61 cm / 20â€“24" variable stride length
20â€“33 cm / 8â€“13" adjustable incline
24 cm / 9.5" step-on height
182 kg / 400 lbs. max weight capacity
Self-powered options
Lower Body Ascent also available

The Matrix Performance Ascent TrainerÂ is available with a choice of four consoles:

Standard LED - easy to read simple display with
large numbers

Group Training LED - large easy to read LED screen
with features to assist with group exercise classes

Premium LED - featuring an 8,000 pixel multi-colour
LED screen with WiFi connectivity

Touch LCD - full colour, hi-res, WiFi enabled, 16"
display including Virtual Active and other interactive
sessions
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https://staging.continentalsports.co.uk/media/wysiwyg/PDFs/MX20_SELL_SHEET_INT_PS_Ascent_v8_web.pdf
https://staging.continentalsports.co.uk/media/wysiwyg/PDFs/LED_Console_v4_compressed.pdf
https://staging.continentalsports.co.uk/media/wysiwyg/PDFs/GTLED_Console_v4_compressed.pdf
https://staging.continentalsports.co.uk/media/wysiwyg/PDFs/PLED_Console_v6_compressed.pdf
https://staging.continentalsports.co.uk/media/wysiwyg/PDFs/TOUCHXL-TOUCH_Console_v7_compressed.pdf


SKU Options Available Colours
MXPERFATSL Standard LED N/A
MXPERFATPL Premium LED N/A
MXPERFATGL Group Training LED N/A
MXPERFATTS Touch LCD N/A
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